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Abstract

We study �c=�c production asymmetries in pp and ��p collisions using a recently

proposed two component model, which includes heavy baryon production by the

usual mechanism of parton fusion and fragmentation plus recombination of valence

and sea quarks from the beam and target hadrons. We compare our results with

experimental data on asymmetries measured recently.
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1 Introduction

It is commonly accepted that charmed hadron production in hadronic interactions can
not be explained by parton fusion alone. In fact, there is an important number of exper-
imental indications that non perturbative phenomena occurs in addition to the parton
fusion (perturbative) processes q�q! c�c and gg ! c�c [1, 2].

One of the most notable experimental observation that supports the above statement
is the leading e�ect in charmed hadron production in hadronic interactions. This e�ect
is expected to appear also in beauty hadroproduction.
The leading e�ect manifests as an enhancement in the xF distribution of particles that
share valence quarks compared to the xF distribution of particles that have no valence
quarks in common with the initial hadrons.
A clear consequence of this e�ect is the large asymmetries observed in particle vs anti-
particle production in hadron hadron collisions.

The above mentioned experimental results have been described by making use of
models in which some non perturbative production mechanism is added to parton fusion
processes. Among them it can be mentioned the model proposed by V.G. Kartvelishvili
et al. [3], the intrinsic charm two component model [4] and the Lund string fragmen-
tation model, which was implemented in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program [5]. More
recently it has been shown that a two component model combining the perturbative QCD
processes of parton fusion and the recombination of the valence and sea quarks originally
present in the initial hadrons describes very well the shape of the xF inclusive distribution
of �cs produced in pp collisions [6].

In this paper, we give the predictions of the recombination two component model,
where the non perturbative contribution is given by conventional recombination, for �c=�c

production asymmetries in pp and ��p interactions. We compare the obtained result with
recent measurements of the �c=�c asymmetry in pp [7] and ��p [8] collisions.

2 �c and �c production via parton fusion

In this section we briey review �c=�c production in hadron hadron collisions by the usual
mechanism of parton fusion followed by fragmentation. The calculation we present here
is at Lowest Order (LO) in �s. A constant factor K � 2 � 3 is included in the parton
fusion cross section to take into account Next to Leading Order (NLO) contributions [9].

The inclusive xF (= 2pL=
p
s) distribution for �c production in hadron hadron inter-
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actions, assuming factorization, has the form [10]
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with xa and xb the parton momentum fractions in the inital hadrons A and B, q(x;Q2) and
g(x;Q2) the quark and gluon distribution in the corresponding colliding hadrons, E the
energy of the produced c (�c)-quark and D�c=c (z) the appropriated fragmentation function.
In eq. 1, p2T is the squared transverse momentum of the produced c (�c)-quark, y is the
rapidity of the �c (c) quark and z = xF=xc is the momentum fraction of the charm quark
carried by the �c

�
�c

�
. The sum in eq. 2 runs over a; b = u; �u; d; �d; s; �s. d�̂=dt̂ jq�q and

d�̂=dt̂ jgg are the elementary cross sections for the hard processes q�q ! c�c and gg ! c�c
calculated at LO. For consistency with the LO calculation, we use the GRV-LO parton
distributions for both the proton [11] and the pion [12]. The hard momentum scale is
�xed at Q2 = 2m2

c .
The fragmentation will be modeled by two di�erent functions; the Peterson fragmentation
function extracted from data in e+e� interactions [13]

D�c=c(z) =
N

z [1� 1=z � �c=(1 � z)]2
(3)

with �c = 0:06 and the delta fragmentation function

D�c=c(z) = �(1� z): (4)

The use of the delta fragmentation function implies that the �c is produced with the
same momentum carried by the fragmented c-quark. This mechanism for fragmentation
has been used to simulate the coalescence of the c-quark, produced in a hard interaction,
with light valence quarks coming from the initial hadrons [4].

3 �c and �c production via recombination

In pp interactions, �cs are produced in both the beam (xF > 0) and target fragmentation
(xF < 0) regions through the recombination of an ud-valence diquark with a c-sea quark.
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This is a Valence-Valence-Sea (VVS) recombination process. On the other hand, �cs are
produced by the recombination of the �u, �d and �c-sea quarks of the proton, i.e. by Sea-
Sea-Sea recombination (SSS). The invariant xF distribution for the �c via recombination
in the reaction p + p! �c +X is,

2Ep
s�

d�rec

dxF
=

Z xF

0

dx1
x1

dx2
x2

dx3
x3

F3 (x1; x2; x3)R3 (x1; x2; x3; xF ) (5)

where
R3 (xu; xd; xc) = �

xuxdxc
x2F

� (xu + xd + xc � xF ) (6)

is the recombination function and

F3 (x1; x2; x3) = �pF
p
u;val (x1)F

p
d;val (x2)F

p
c;sea (x3) (1 � x1 � x2 � x3)

p (7)

is the three quark distribution in the proton [14]. In eq. 7, F p
q (xi) = xiq (xi) 1 � i � 3 are

the single quark distributions in the proton with F p
u normalized to one valence u-quark.

The constants �p = 75 and p = �0:1 [6] are �xed by the consistency condition

Fq (xi) =

Z 1�xi

0

dxj

Z 1�xi�xj

0

dxk F3 (x1; x2; x3) ;

i; j; k = 1; 2; 3 : (8)

The three quark distribution of eq. 7 depends on Q2 through the dependence on Q2 of
the single quark distributions. We take Q2 = 4m2

c as the recombination scale [6].

The constant � in eq. 6 was �xed at the ISR energy
p
s = 63 GeV in ref. [6] using

the condition
1

�

Z 1

0

dxF
d�rec

dxF
= 1 : (9)

In this way a value for � was found and � was interpreted as the �c recombination cross
section at the ISR energy.

In order to obtain the recombination cross section at di�erent energies we assume that
the ratio of the parton fusion to recombination cross sections is independent of the energy.
This assumption is supported by the experimental fact that no energy dependence has
been observed in hadron anti-hadron production asymmetries.

We will assume that �c production by recombination is negligible compared to �c.
This is a reasonable hypothesis since, in pp collisions, the �rst is produced in SSS recom-
bination processes while the later proceeds through VVS recombination.
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�c (�c) production by recombination in ��p collisions is di�erent in the beam than in
the target fragmentation region. Indeed, in the target fragmentation region, the mecha-
nism for �c and �c production is the same than in the case of pp interactions since they
are formed from the debris of the proton. Then, �c production by recombination in the
target fragmentation region is described by eqs. 5, 6 and 7 with the same normalization
than in pp collisions.
We neglect �c production as it was done in pp collisions and it is assumed that the re-
combination function is the same for both pp and ��p interactions.

On the other hand, in the (��) beam fragmentation region, both �cs and �cs are
produced through VSS recombination processes. Since �u and d valence and sea quark and
anti-quark distributions in pions are equal [12], at least up to our actual knowledge of the
pion structure, �cs and �cs are produced at the same rate.

The inclusive xF distributions for �cs and �cs in the pion fragmentation region are
given by expressions formally identical to eq. 5 with the obvious replacement of the cor-
responding single quark distributions. The normalization of the �c=�c xF distributions
must be �xed from experimental data.

4 �c=�c production asymmetry

The total inclusive xF distributions are obtained by adding the contributions of parton
fusion, eq. 1, to recombination, eq. 5. Then in pp collisions we have

d�tot

dxF
j�c=

d�pf
p

dxF
+
d�rec

p

dxF
(10)

and
d�tot

dxF
j�c

=
d�pf

p

dxF
(11)

in the entire interval �1 � xF � 1. The parton fusion cross sections evaluated at LO are
equal for both �c and �c. It must be noted that at NLO a small asymmetry appears in
�c and �c production since to this order in perturbation theory the cross section for the
production of a quark di�ers from the cross section for the production of an antiquark
[10]. However, this asymmetry is too small to account for the observed leading e�ect.

On the other hand, in ��p interactions, the total inclusive distributions for �c and �c

are given by
d�tot

dxF
j�c(�c)

=
d�pf

�

dxF
+
d�rec

�

dxF
(12)
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in the �� fragmentation region and

d�tot

dxF
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d�pf
�

dxF
+
d�rec

p

dxF
(13)

d�tot

dxF
j�c

=
d�pf

�

dxF
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in the target fragmentation region because of the di�erence on the production mechanisms
between the two regions.

The asymmetry parameter is de�ned as

AAB
L=NL (xF ) =

d�L=dx� d�NL=dx

d�L=dx+ d�NL=dx
; (15)

where d�L=dx and d�NL=dx are the Leading and Non Leading inclusive xF distributions,
the indices A and B indicate the beam and target colliding hadrons respectively and
N(NL) are the produced Leading (Non Leading) particles.

�cs produced in pp collisions are leading in the whole interval �1 � xF � 1 whereas
�c are non leading, then a growing asymmetry with jxF j is expected. The asymmetry for
�c=�c in pp collisions is given by

App

�c=�c
(xF ) =

d�rec
p =dxF

2d�pf
p =dxF + d�rec

p =dxF
: (16)

In order to compare our result with available experimental data, we de�ne an integrated
asymmetry in the interval x0 � xF � x1 by an analogue formula to that of eq. 15 in
which the xF inclusive distributions are integrated over the above mentioned xF region.
The E769 experiment [7] found a lower limit of 0.6 on the integrated asymmetry in pp
collisions at 250 GeV in the beam fragmentation region. This lower limit indicates a
quite pronounced enhancement of �c over �c production, which in the framework of our
model implies that the �c recombination cross section must be at least three times the
corresponding parton fusion cross section in the forward hemisphere.

Fig. 1 shows the asymmetry prediction for the recombination cross section normal-
ization given in ref. [6] and �rec = 3�pf , as indicated by the lower limit obtained in the
E769 experiment, for both Peterson and delta fragmentation.

In ��p interactions an asymmetry is expected in the target fragmentation region,
where �cs are leading. No asymmetry is expected in the beam fragmentation region in
which �cs and �cs are produced at the same rate via recombination.
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The �c=�c production asymmetry in ��p collisions is given by a formula formally
identical to that of eq. 16, in which the pp parton fusion cross section must be replaced
by the corresponding ��p one, in the interval �1 � xF � 0. In the region 0 � xF � 1,
zero asymmetry is obtained with the convencional recombination scheme within the two
component model.

The prediction of our model in the forward region is consistent with the ratio
N(�c)=N(�c) = 0:99 � 0:16 measured by the ACCMOR Collaboration [15], which in-
dicates no asymmetry. Also a preliminary analysis from the E791 Collaboration [8] shows
an asymmetry consistent with zero for 0 � xF � 0:55.
In the backward region, the same E791 data set shows a high asymmetry, reaching a
value of the order of 40% at xF ' �0:13 but with large errors. The ratio N(�c)=N(�c) =
1:17� 0:08 measured by the E791 Collaboration in the whole interval �0:13 � xF � 0:55
is described by our model but taken the normalization of the recombination component
as �rec = 1:25�pf .

In �g. 2 the asymmetry for �c=�c production obtained in ��p interactions is shown
for both Peterson and delta fragmentation functions with the two di�erent normalization
for the recombination cross section in the backward region as discussed in the case of pp
interactions. The asymmetry curve with the recombination normalization suggested by
the E791 preliminary results is between the curves corresponding to the two normalization
shown slightly closer to the upper one.

5 Summary and discussion

In this work we have studied the asymmetries in �c=�c production in pp and ��p collisions
within the recently proposed scheme of conventional recombination in a two component
model [6].

This two component model describes charmed hadron production as the superposi-
tion of two mechanisms: parton fusion and the recombination of valence and sea quarks
originally present in the initial hadrons.

Assuming that �cs are produced by a mixture of parton fusion and recombination
and that �cs are produced through parton fusion alone, we have obtained the asymme-
tries for two di�erent normalizations of the recombination component. The experimental
evidence of a high �c=�c asymmetry in the forward region in pp interactions [7] is consis-
tent with a high contribution of recombination. Such high asymmetry has been observed
also in �c=�c production in ��p collisions [8] in the backward region at small values of xF .
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Our model can account for high asymmetries in a completely natural way. In e�ect,
taking a recombination contribution as high as three times the parton fusion cross sec-
tion, the model gives an integrated asymmetry of the order of the lower limit found in
the E769 experiment [7] for the �c=�c asymmetry in pp collisions and still it can �t the
ISR �c production at the center of mass energy

p
s = 63 GeV [2] diminishing the global

normalization factor used in ref. [6] to a value around 10.

It is important to note that, although all models can give similar predictions for the
�c=�c asymmetry in pp and ��p collisions, all of them predict di�erent xF distributions
as was shown in refs. [4, 6]. So, in order to do a meaningful comparison between model
predictions and experimental data, both asymmetry and xF distributions of leading and
non leading particles must be taken into account.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: �c=�c asymmetries in pp interactions for Peterson (full line) and delta fragmentation
function (dashed line). The thin lines are the corresponding predictions for the
recombination normalization given in ref. [6], the thick lines are the predictions
with a normalization of �rec = 3�pf (see discusion in the text).

Fig. 2: Same as in Fig. 1 for ��p interactions
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